Canford Cliffs

WHERE PINE
TREES MEET
SEA BREEZE

THE

Canford Cliffs is a place where the elements

Everything about this development of 17 two bedroom

meet. Dorset pines grow in sandy soil, their trunks

apartments has been carefully considered to work in

weathered by salt spray and spring rains. The scenery

harmony with its surroundings. Set over four storeys,

is woven with chines, the dense green valleys

Woodlands is a private, sun-dappled place amid the

carved by ancient streams and rivulets. These lead

pinewoods that overlooks lush gardens of maritime

down to golden beaches and the expanse of the

wildflowers and mature trees.

English Channel.
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A

GA RDEN HOM E

Canford Cliffs

THE

WOODL A N D F LOOR GA R D EN

season. At the front entrance, visitors pass through

Designed as an outdoor living room in the warmer

bulbs, ferns and evergreen plants, or tend to the

Woodlands is situated amongst numerous indigenous

a gate in the evergreen hedge, head up the planted

months, the woodland floor garden is a large north-

vegetables being grown in the raised beds. Large

trees which embrace the development, making the

path and enter the spacious woodland garden before

facing area that provides a sheltered, peaceful place

windows provide visual continuity between the

surrounding gardens a delight to behold whatever the

reaching the house.

to relax. Surrounded by trees and a boundary wall

woodland floor garden and the naturally lit indoor

with climbing vines, one can sit and enjoy the spring

areas, so the greenery is often in sight.

Named after the shady paths that lead to the sea,
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Woodlands

LIFE
WOODLANDS
AT

The open-plan lounge regularly brings people

or enjoy the beachfront atmosphere over coffee and

together for a coffee, a bite to eat and a chat with

cake. If you’re in the mood for taking in the far-

neighbours. In warmer months, the double doors

reaching sea views, there are a number of pathways

open out into the gardens so social occasions can

that will take you along the cliffs and by the seafront.

spill outdoors.
Your Hosts are on hand to help you make the most
A number of pathways lead from the development

of life in Canford Cliffs. You’ll find them at reception,

to Flaghead Chine Beach. The quickest goes through

where they assist with everything from little day-

the pines to the promenade. Continue walking west,

to-day requests, like signing for a parcel or altering

passing by the two-storey beach huts, and you’ll

a guest suite booking, to arranging home deliveries

reach Jazz Café. Here you can stop for fish and chips,

and planning trips out.
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Canford Cliffs

A

LEAFY DORSET
H I D E AWAY
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As well as Flaghead Chine Beach, Canford Cliffs

Woodlands is four miles away from Poole and

Chine and Sandbanks are also within easy reach.

Bournemouth, which have cinemas and venues

Canford Cliffs has numerous lively bars, bistros and

for cultural events. Both are readily accessible by

restaurants, and the high street on Haven Road is

local bus services. The city of Winchester and the

just three minutes away. Here you’ll find most of

M3 corridor can be reached in just under an hour,

the things you might need – there’s a newsagent,

and it’s easy to explore Dorset and further afield via

convenience store, bakery, hairdresser, travel

Woodlands’ nearest train station, Branksome, which

agent, banking services, a post office and a library.

is just a 7-minute drive from the development. From

And if you’re looking for refreshments, there are

here, regular trains can take you to a matinée show

plenty on offer. Stop by the Coffee Salon for an

in London or water sports in Cornwall. Major cities

espresso or cross the road to visit Harry’s Bar

such as Bristol, Southampton and Brighton are also

and Bistro.

easily reachable.
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LOUNGE
If you’re looking for a place to relax with a pot of coffee and a
newspaper, make a beeline for Woodlands’ light and spacious
lounge. Located on the ground floor with full-height views over
the garden, this is the ideal spot to sit back in a comfortable
armchair by a roaring fire – with or without a good book – and
enjoy the convivial atmosphere.

SOCIAL
KITCHEN
The social kitchen is an informal area ideal for snacking and
chatting, assembling a picnic or preparing some food for a
barbecue. It also has a farm-shop style retail space with a range
of produce, enabling you to incorporate new ingredients into
your cooking.

GARDENS
Opening out from the lounge, the woodland floor garden is a
large north-facing area that becomes an outdoor living room
during the warmer months. Surrounded by trees and a boundary
wall with climbing vines, it is a relaxing place to enjoy the spring
bulbs, ferns and evergreen plants.
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Canford Cliffs

THE

APART MENTS
All the apartments have open-plan living rooms

Hardwood flooring runs throughout the apartments.

to maximise space and light. These living areas

Each has a master bedroom and a second bedroom

lead out onto private balconies that overlook the

that could be adapted to a study. Both rooms

gardens below. Whether you want a sunny breakfast

maximise storage space and have access to the

spot or an area to do some light gardening, your

balcony. The master bedroom is a quiet place to

balcony is a private outdoor area to enjoy the

unwind at the end of the day and has an ensuite

surrounding greenery.

bathroom. There is another bathroom just off the
living area.
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FLOORPLAN

S P E C I F I C AT I O N
KITCHENS

Oven

Each kitchen is fitted with an
electric, fan-assisted oven
with a stainless steel finish.

Hob

Hobs are ceramic and
feature four burners with
rotary controls.

Integrated dishwasher

A single drawer dishwasher is
integrated into each kitchen,
and is fitted at an ergonomic
height for ease of use.

Integrated fridge freezer

N

Typical Two Bedroom
Apartment
Living Room/Kitchen

Bedroom 2

24’1” x 24’6”

11’8” x 8’11”

(7340mm x 7470mm)

(3560mm x 2720mm)

Master Bedroom

Bathroom

10’10” x 12’4”

8’1” x 6’10”

(3300mm x 3760mm)

(2450mm x 2100mm)

Apartment kitchens feature
an integrated fridge freezer.
The auto-defrost fridge has
a 205-litre capacity and the
freezer holds 75 litres.

Kitchen sink

The stainless steel kitchen
sink unit is undermounted
and combines a small and
large sink into one unit.

Kitchen sink mixer tap
A deck-mounted, cross water
swivel tap with a single lever
and polished chrome finish is
fitted to the kitchen sink.

Extractor fans

B AT HRO O M S

Washing machine

Basin tap

Cistern & lever flush

Tumble dryer

Bath taps & showerhead

Each bathroom has a
semi-recessed washbasin
with overflow.

A 6kg, 1200rpm washing
machine with LED display
is cleverly concealed in
the kitchen.

Bathroom basins are fitted
with a deck-mounted,
single lever crosswater tap
in a chrome finish.

Concealed in the kitchen is
a 7kg condenser dryer with
a reverse tumble action.

Baths feature a thermostaticcontrolled bath filler tap in
chrome, plus a handheld
shower kit.

Kitchen units

Wall-mounted shower set

Fully fitted kitchen units have
been custom designed from
modular cabinets, and are
finished with fully lacquered
fronts and finger pull handles.

Mounted on the wall in
each bathroom is a cross
water fixed showerhead
with thermostatic control
and chrome finish.

Worktop

Shower control

Kitchen worktops have a solid
composite quartz surface.

Worktop lighting

Concealed LED lighting is fitted
to the underside of overhead
kitchen units.

Microwave

Each kitchen includes a 26litre microwave with stainless
steel finish.

Shower screen

A full-height shower screen
made from toughened glass
features in each bathroom.

Towel rail

A heated towel rail with
a contemporary chrome
finish brings extra comfort
to apartment bathrooms.

Splashbacks

Where appropriate, kitchen
worktops have back painted,
toughened glass splashbacks.

Toilet roll holder

A three-speed, integrated
extractor fan with an aluminium
grease filter is fitted in each
apartment kitchen.

Contemporary chrome toilet
roll holders match the other
bathroom features.
WC
Bathrooms feature wall-hung
WC pans with a rimless design,
and flushes that make use of
water-saving technology.

Ensuite
8’8” x 6’10”
(2650m x 2100mm)
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The shower is controlled by
a thermostatic, triple-lever
shower valve.
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Cisterns are concealed for a
modern finish, and the flush
is a wall-mounted plate.

Washbasin

Bath
Baths are pressed steel,
enamelled in white and have
been given an anti-slip finish.

Bath panel

All baths feature a fully tiled
bath panel.

Shower tray

Low threshold entry to the
shower tray makes for easy
access, and shower screens
are fitted where appropriate.

Bathroom cabinet

Bathroom cabinets are
mirrored and wall-mounted.

Tiling

Apartment bathrooms at
Woodlands benefit from
floor to ceiling tiling for
easy cleaning.

Introducing PegasusLife

PegasusLife is a
business on a mission to
fundamentally rethink
and reinvent the places
and ways in which we
live as we get older. The
company is currently in
the process of developing
30 sites across the UK.

A unique approach to property management

John Nordon, Design Director
In the design team, our work is about creating imaginative
places that foster natural interactions between neighbours.
Our approach doesn’t follow a ‘cookie cutter’ style. No two
PegasusLife developments are the same. Each one carefully
conceptualises the history, architectural character, culture
and personality of its location and, most critically, embodies
the spirit of the people we believe will want to live in it.
We make use of the highest-quality materials and
craftsmanship – not just to create beautiful places for people
to live, but to protect the future of our customers’ homes and
investments. We take the architectural legacy of cities and
towns seriously, and we prioritise developing sustainable
buildings that are sympathetic to their surroundings.

Lorena Brown, Sales & Marketing Director

Howard Phillips, Chief Executive Officer
Our central idea is that everyone shares an aspiration to
live independently within an intelligently designed, socially
inclusive environment, supported by an intuitive service offer
and an efficient and ethical approach to property management.

Our approach to selling is based very much on our core value
of transparency. Many of our customers are moving from
more traditional freehold family homes and won’t have lived in
modern apartments set within communal developments before.
There are significant advantages to this way of living; however,
it is different. We see it as our responsibility to make sure not
only that we’ve communicated what it’s about but also that our
audience has understood it.

Working in collaboration with the country’s leading designers,
academics, creative thinkers and producers, we ensure that the
highest level of detail and quality is brought to all aspects of
our developments.

One of the major hallmarks of our approach is the way we’ve
considered property management – which we run on behalf
of our residents on a not-for-profit basis. Furthermore, when
customers purchase a property with PegasusLife, they become
shareholders of the development’s management company,
guaranteeing them voting rights and a say in how their
development is managed.

Mark Shirburne Davies, Chief Operations Officer

Clare Bacchus, Customer Experience Director

We strive to meet the needs and expectations of the people who
live in our developments now and those who may choose to in the
future. Working with partners who share our goal, we look to create
places to which people can aspire. From purchasing land through to
the planning and construction phase and beyond, we ensure each
development is unique, valuable and of the utmost quality.

Our starting point in everything we do is the people who
choose to live in our developments. What will they want to do
here? What type and style of service is appropriate? What kind
of living environment do we need to create to generate the right
atmosphere and give people the experience they’re looking
for? This philosophy goes right down to the level of detail of
considering which plants to include in the gardens and which
furnishings to use in the development. It extends through to
the type of attitude we look for in the team we recruit to deliver
a personal, informal and efficient approach to service.

Our role continues when our developments are up and running.
We work in tandem with the next set of delivery partners − our
hosts and concierges − to make sure the PegasusLife difference
is there for everyone to see, every day.

When we talk about maintenance, we mean
much more than a lick of paint or changing a light
bulb (although we will, of course, take care of that
too). The buildings and grounds at Woodlands
come with a set of individual requirements for
maintenance, which we’ll make sure are met.
This specific care ensures that your investment is
secure and you can enjoy living in an environment
that improves rather than deteriorates with age.
From protecting the building from salt erosion to
maintaining the gardens, the approach is tailormade and detail-oriented.
The management company for Woodlands is
run on a strict not-for-profit basis. This ensures
that work is carried out solely for the purposes
of caring for the building and maintaining the
quality of the offer and experience of living here
for the residents.
On purchasing a property at Woodlands,
homeowners, together with PegasusLife,
automatically become shareholders of the
management company, giving you voting
rights and a say in how the company is
managed and run.
When it comes to the operation of the
management company, we believe passionately
that true transparency is fundamental to
maintaining residents’ peace of mind and the
management company’s integrity. For this reason,
we’ve invested in creating our own digital tool for
property management – an online members-only
system, which is designed to provide you with a
detailed understanding of how your money is spent
on servicing Woodlands and to enable you to keep
track of expenditure on, and investment in, the
building over time.

01202 216 260

woodlandscanfordcliffs.co.uk

Woodlands

Canford Cliffs, Dorset

bh13 7jl

Woodlands is available exclusively
to people over sixty.
Information and images concerning layouts, dimensions and floorplans are anticipated only and may be subject to change.

